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STATEMENT OF ISSUES

1 Whether the Superior Court retained ancillary jurisdiction to award

attorney’s fees to Dr Clack after Dr Jacobson voluntarily dismissed his lawsuit

pursuant to Rule 41(a)(1)(A)(i)?

2 Whether Clack “prevail[ed] in whole or in part” in this litigation,

entitling him to the award of attorney’s fees Where Dr Jacobson voluntarily

dismlssed his SLAPP suit before the Superior Court could grant his special motion

to dismiss?

3 Whether the Superior Court properly considered California case law

awarding attorney’s fees following voluntary d1smissa1 when Callfomia’s Anti

SLAPP statute has the same policy goal as the D C law?

4 Whether the Superior Court correctly determined that Jacobson did

not meet his burden of showing a likelihood of success on his defamation claims

stemming from a scientific debate as he would have had to do to avoid dismissal of

his complaint?

5 Whether the Superior Court abused its discretion in denying

Jacobson’s Motion for Relief from a Judgment and to Alter a Judgment

challenging its September 13, 2021, Order where Dr Jacobson based his motion on

declarations from four individuals submitted for the first time with that motion that



purported to provide expert opinlons on the definition of common words and legal

conclusions

JOINDER AND ADOPTION BY REFERENCE

Pursuant to D C App R 280), Dr Clack hereby joins and incorporates

herein the Appellee Brief filed by the National Academy of Sciences

STATENIENT OFTHE CASE

Pursuant to D C App R 280), Dr Clack adopts and incorporates herein the

Statement of the Case set forth in the Brief of Appellee National Academy of

Selences

STATEMENT OF FACTS

Plaintiff/Appellant Dr Mark Jacobson is an expert in energy grid planning

and renewable energy 1 In 2015 he and three co authors published an article in the

Proceedmgs 0f the National Academy of Sciences (“PNAS”) claiming that a large

scale U S transitlon to wind water and solar power exclusively could eliminate the

need for other energy sources by 2050 (the “Jacobson Paper”) PNAS 1s published

by the National Academy of Sciences (“NAS”)

Defendant, Dr Christopher Clack IS an expert in energy gr1d planning and

renewable energy He is currently the CEO ofVibrant Clean Energy, LLC and

was formerly a research scientist for the Cooperatwe Institute for Research in

1 Complaint at 111 (JA 2)
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Environmental Science at the University of Colorado and the National Oceanic and

Atmospheric Administration 2 After the publication of the Jacobson Paper, Dr

Clack and twenty other prominent energy and climate scientists (the “Clack

authors”), who disagreed with its methodology and its conclusions submitted a

paper to PNAS evaluating what they perceived to be flaws in the Jacobson Paper 3

As with all papers published in the PNAS, the Clack Paper went through a rigorous

peer review process by anonymous, independent experts and was accepted for

publication by NAS in 2017 4 Based on the evaluation of the information

presented in the Jacobson Paper, the Clack Authors concluded that the feasibility

of relying exclusively on a narrowed set of options (w1nd, water and solar) in the

stated time frame were not supported by the Jacobson Paper’s analysis 5

After the publication of the Jacobson Paper but before the Clack Paper was

published, Dr Clack contacted Dr Jacobson to d1scuss a substantial discrepancy

he had identified in the Jacobson Paper relating to its hydroelectric output model 6

2 Complaint 1] 9 JA 22
3 The 20 co authors of the Clack Paper are identified on the first page of the Clack

Paper, (IA 118) The co authors include scientists from prestlgious academic
institutions including four of Jacobson’s then colleagues at Stanford University
(Dr Adam Brandt, Dr James Sweeney, Dr John Weyant and Dr Kenneth
Caldeira), the then Lead Specialist from the World Bank (Dr Morgan Brazilian)
and a senior contrlbutor from the Environmental Defense Fund (Dr Jane Lang)

4 (IA 472)
5 Clack Paper at 6723 (JA 453)
6 JA 105 106
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Specifically, Dr Clack noted that the total output ofhydropower from the figures

presented was far greater than what was shown in the tables and text and,

therefore, was not supported by the model’s assumptions 7 In response, Dr

Jacobson sent an email to Dr Clack admitting that the Jacobson Paper failed to

disclose a critical assumption he had incorporated into the model i e the model

assumed a massive increase in the availability ofhydropower by 2050 as compared

to currently available levels 8 Dr Jacobson also admitted in his email that his

model failed to factor in any cost associated with such an increase, but claimed that

he had subsequently determined the costs would not be Slgnificant 9 Notably,

despite having privately admitted to this serious omission in February 2016, in the

16 months between then and the publication of the Clack Paper, Jacobson took no

steps to amend his paper to disclose the alleged hydropower assumption nor did he

publicly clarify, correct or explain the alleged omission in PNAS or any other

pubhcation 10

In February 2017, after NAS had peer reviewed and accepted the Clack

Paper for publication, it provided a courtesy copy to Dr Jacobson and offered him

the opportunity to write a letter responding to the points raised in the Clack

7 Id

8 Id
9 Id
10 November 2017 Clarification (JA 496)
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Paper 11 Upon receipt of the draft, Jacobson sent NAS a list of reasons Why he

contended the Clack Paper’s criti01sms were wrong, false or misleading 12 NAS

reviewed Jacobson’s comments and prov1ded him with a slightly revised version of

the Clack Paper 13 NAS sent a finalized ver31on of the Clack Paper to Dr Jacobson

in May 2017 14 Dr Jacobson again complained to NAS about the substantive

content of the Clack Paper and NAS agreed to send hIS list of issues to all of the

Clack Authors 15 The 21 Clack Authors thereafter reviewed Jacobson’s list of

issues but none ofthem felt that Jacobson’s arguments warranted any change to the

Clack Paper’s findings or conclusions 16 NAS sent Jacobson a final version ofthe

Clack Paper on May 9 2017 17

On June 19 2017 NAS published the Clack Paper in PNAS and in the same

online edition also published a Letter Response from Jacobson addressing the

Clack Paper and defending his own paper’s conclusions 18 The Clack Authors

published their own substantive reply to Jacobson’s letter response online 19

11 Complaint11 12 (JA 23 24)
121d

13 Complaint 1 16 (JA 25)
14 Complaint 1 18 (JA 26)
15 Complaint 1117 (JA 7 8)
16 JA 474 478
17 Complaint 1118 (JA 26)
18 Complaint 1165 1169 (JA 29 30)

19 JA 474 488
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On September 29, 2017 Dr Jacobson filed this lawsuit demanding that the

Clack Paper be withdrawn and that Dr Clack personally pay $10 million in

damages plus pun1tive damages and attorney fees Shortly after filing this lawsuit,

in November of 2017, Jacobson publish a clarification on his Stanford University

website addressing among other omissions the hydropower error identified by Dr

Clack almost 20 months earher 1n their 2016 email exchange20

Pursuant to D C App R 280) Dr Clack also adopts in full and

incorporates herein the Statement ofFacts in the Brief of Appellee the National

Academy of Selences

SUMMARY OFTHEARGUNIENT

Pursuant to D C App R 280), Dr Clack adopts in filll and incorporates

herein the Argument section in the Brief of Appellee the National Academy of

Sciences Below Dr Clack also separately addresses arguments made in Section

II C of Jacobson’s Brief relating to Dr Jacobson’s allegations of recklessness or

malice on the part ofDr Clack

I The Superior Court Find That None of the Alleged Statements Were
Defamatory and that it Did N0t Need to Reach the Issue of Malice

As a threshold matter, haV1ng found that none of the statements identified by

Jacobson were defamatory there was no need for the Superior Court to even reach

20 JA 496
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the issue of malice Beeton v Dzstrzct ofColumbza, 779 A 2d 918, 923 (D C

2001) (applying additional factor of malice to otherwise defamatory statements);

Thampson v Armstrong 134 A 3d 305 311 (D C 2016) The Superior Court

correctly concluded that “no jury properly instructed on the law, could find that the

statements in thls case are defamatory in light of the evidence that has been

produced or proffered in connection with the motlon, the court need not address

the remaining factors of the test ”21

Dr Jacobson nevertheless argues that if any of the statements were

defamatory he produced sufficient evidence to establish malice He has not

“Even at the special motlon to dismlss stage, “appellants must proffer evidence

capable of showing by the clear and convincing standard that appellees acted with

actual malice in publishing ” Frzdman v Orbzs Busmess Intellzgence Ltd , 229

A 2d 494, 509 (D C 2020) “This constitutional standard is a daunting one which

very few public figures can meet ” Id

A The Record Does Not Support A Finding That Dr Clack or NAS

Acted Recklessly

To the extent that any statement, contrary to the findmgs of the Superior

Court, could be deemed defamatory, Dr Jacobson claims that the record

demonstrates that Dr Clack and NAS acted with reckless disregard for the truth

21 JA 938
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and failed to properly investigate the issues raised The record on that point

squarely refutes Dr Jacobson First, Dr Clack was one of twenty one authors all

ofwhom contributed to, reV1ewed, and agreed with the contents of the Clack

Paper Notably, to date not a single one of the Clack Authors has expressed any

doubt or misgivings about any statement in the Clack Paper The Clack Paper was

subj ect to independent peer review by the National Academy of Sciences The

Clack Paper was provided in draft form to Dr Jacobson and all of the issues he

raised were reviewed by the NAS and all twenty one authors of the Clack Authors

(who also published a response to the points he raised) Further, in light of Dr

Jaoobson’s threats of litigation, NAS took the additional step of having an editorial

board review of the Clack Paper before it was published Dr Jacobson was also

afforded the opportunity to respond in print to the issues raised in the Clack Paper

in conjunction with its publication Dr Jacobson had over 16 months to address

issues he himself acknowledged existed in the Jacobson Paper prior to the Clack

Paper’s publication Dr Jacobson’s remaining argument is essentially that because

the Clack Authors and NAS did not accept his post hac explanations and continued

to disagree with the content of the Jacobson Paper they were reckless That does

not approach the standard as set out by Dr Jacobson in his brief

8



B The February Email Exchange Cited by Dr Jacobson Does Not

Show Malice

Jacobson argues that the fact that the Clack Authors did not specifically

reference a post publication email exchange he had with Dr Clack is somehow

evidence of malice To the contrary, the email exchange shows Dr Clack

affirmatively and privately identifying the issue he discovered with the

Jacobson Paper and seeking Jacobson’s explanations Notably, in that exchange

Jacobson acknowledged serious omissions in the Jacobson Paper Moreover, as

the Superior Court found “it is very clear from those emails that Dr Clack

continued to disagree with Dr Jacobson’s conclusions even after he was provided

with an explanation ”22 To the extent that Dr Jacobson was upset that his post

hac rationalizations were not credited in the Clack Paper, the Superior Court

correctly noted that none ofthese emails were part of the original publication to

which the Clack Paper was responding 23 It is also telhng that Dr Jacobson had

not taken any steps in the 16 months between the email exchange and the

publication of the Clack paper to amend or clarify the Jacobson Paper itself

Nevertheless, as the Superior Court correctly noted, the Clack Authors did

expressly acknowledge and addressed Jacobson’s alleged omitted assumption as a

22 JA 937
23 Id
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possible explanation that is not in the Jacobson Paper itself 24 That the Clack

Authors remained skeptical of that explanation is not a basis for a finding of

malice

C The Twitter Statements Cited By Jacobson D0 Nat Provide Any
Evidence of Malice

Dr Jacobson also relies on two Twitter statements from Dr Clack to

purportedly show by clear and convincing eV1dence that the Clack Paper was

drafted with actual malice The first is a statement in which Dr Clack

characterized the Clack Paper “as discrediting the findings of the Jacobson Paper ”

(JA 272) However, Dr Jacobson may disagree with the opinion that the Clack

Paper findings discredited the conclusions in the Jacobson Paper such a statement

is neither defamatory nor indicative of malice Nor does Dr Jacobson even

attempt to explain how that statement supports a finding that Dr Clack did not

believe any statement in the Clack Paper when it was published See e g Gertz v

Robert Welch Inc 418U S 323, 334 (1974) (actual malice requires a defendant’s

subj ective belief that the statement was false or with reckless disregard as to its

truth )

24 JA 937 938
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The second example is equally unpersuaswe Dr Jacobson cites a tweet Dr

Clack directed to the actor Leonardo DiCaprio25 suggesting that he “read my piece

on the most cost effective way to remove carbon ” The tweet from Dr Clack does

not refer to Dr Jacobson, the Jacobson Paper or the Clack Paper Dr Jacobson

appears to believe the tweet suggests that Dr Clack wrote the Clack Paper because

he was jealous ofDr Jacobson (who presumably has a professional relationship

with Mr DiCaprlo) Thus, the alleged theory is that Dr Clack somehow caj oled

20 other pre eminent scientists and the National Academy of Sciences into drafting

and publishing a paper they knew to be false for the purpose of discrediting Dr

Jacobson so that Dr Clack could impress Leonardo DiCaprio Not surprisingly

there is absolutely nothing in the record that remotely supports this figment 26 Nor

does the tweet pr0V1de any evidentiary support for the contention that Dr Clack

purposefully or recklessly made any defamatory statement with respect to Dr

Jacobson

25 Mr DiCaprio 1s also a well known advocate for renewable energy policies
through the Leonardo DiCaprio Foundation www leonardodicaprio com
26 Even if this tweet were at all relevant, it was not presented to the Superior Court
in connection with Dr Clack’s special motion to dismiss or Dr Jacobson’s motion

for reconsideration It was raised, improperly, for the first time in Dr Jacobson’s
motion to set aside the judgment under Rule 54

1 l



II Conclusion and Request for Remand to Address Fees Incurred After

April 20 2020

For the reasons set forth in the br1ef of Appellee the National Academy of

Sciences and herein, Dr Clack respectfully requests that the Court affirm the

judgment of the Superior Court awardlng Dr Clack $75,000 in attorney fees and

also requests that the Court remand the case back to the Superior Court so that it

can determine the add1ti0na1 fees Dr Clack is entitled to for responding to Dr

Jacobson’s May 18, 2020 Motion for Reconsideration, his September 24, 2021

Motion for Relief From a Judgment and to Alter a Judgment and this Appeal

12
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DISTRICT OF COLUlVlBIA

COURT OF APPEALS

REDACTION CERTIFICATE DISCLOSURE FORM

Pursuant to Administrative Order No M 274 21 (filed June 17, 2021), this

certificate must be filed in conjunct10n with all briefs submitted in all cases

designed with a “CV” docketing number to include Civil I, Collections,
Contracts, General Civil, Landlord and Tenant, Liens, Malpractice, Merit

Personnel, Other Civil, Property, Real Property, Torts and Vehicle Cases

I certify that I have review the guidelines outline in Admimstrative Order
No M 274 21 and Super Ct CiV R 5 2, and removed the following information

from my brief

1 All information listed in Super Ct CiV R 5 2(a); includ1ng
An individual’s social security number
Taxpayer identification number
Dr1ver’s license or non driver’s’ license identification card

number
Birth date
The name of an indiV1dual known to be a minor
F1nanc1al account numbers, except that a party or nonparty

making the filing may include the following

(1) the acronym “SS#” where the individual’s social security

number would have been included;

(2) the acronym “TID#” Where the individual’s taxpayer

identification number would have been included;

(3) the acronym “DL#” or “NDL#” where the individual’s
driver’s license or non driver’s license identification card

number would have been included;

(4) the year of the individual’s birth;

(5) the minor’s initials; and
(6) the last four digits of the financial account number

2 Any information revealing the identify of an 1ndividual
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receiving mental health services

3 Any Informatlon revealing the 1dentify of an individual
receiving or under evaluation for substance use disorder

services

4 Information about protection orders, restraining orders,
and injunctions that “would be likely to publicly reveal the
identity or locatlon ofthe protected party,” 18 U S C
§ 2265(d)(3) (prohibiting public disclosure on the intemet

of such information); see a15018 U S C § 2265(5) (defining
“protection order” to include, among other things, civil and
criminal orders for the purpose ofpreventing Violent or
threatening acts, harassment, sexual Violence, contact,

communication, or proximity) (both provisions attached)

5 Any names of Victims of sexual offenses except the brief my
use initials When referring to Victims of sexual offenses

6 Any other information required by law to be kept confidential

or protected from public d1sclosure

( ‘ /W L K VF (3

Signature Case No 22 CV 0523

Name Drew W Marrocco
Email Address drew marrocco@dentons com

Date September 26 2022
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